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August 2020
Welcome to the 2020 August Brisport.
Well a lot has happened in July and on 1st August 2020 BSCC held its first COVID-19 event
at the Benarkin State School and State Forest. Peter Flynn has worked very hard to get
all the new COVID-19 Plans done and approved and, together with his team and
especially the excellent work by Amanda Buckmaster as the Event COVID Checker, has
given the BSCC Rally year a real kick start with the KCF Rallysport Burnett Sprint #2. A
detailed event report will be later in the Magazine but Peter and his team are to be
congratulated on an excellent event with a very strong “Return to Race” entry list.
Mal Bartolo has been working very
hard to get the first Queensland Rally
Championship event ready for 19
September 2020.
This event, the
Inspirations Paint Capalaba Hinterland
Rally will be using the Imbil State Forest
complex and will be based in the Imbil
Showgrounds. Entries are due to open
in very early August and Mal and his
team are confident that the event will
attract another high-quality field. Our
thanks go to Marius Swart from
Inspirations Paint Capalaba for his continued support of this event.
The other major activity in July was the conduct of the Annual General Meeting on
Wednesday 22 July with some of the Board meeting at the Clubrooms and a strong
quorum of members joining the Board and the Meeting by ZOOM video links. The Board
presented its reports for the 2019 year and highlighted an increased trading surplus for
2019. This was the result of increased entries in events over 2019 and the sound fiscal
management of events and the day to day running of the Club throughout the year.
Given these successes, the club remains a going concern for the 2020 year and the
incoming Board committed to ensuring that the Club continues to maintain sound
management and financial control during the COVID impacted 2020.
Speaking of the Board, the AGM elected the new Board for 2020 and welcomed myself
as President, Dom Corkeron to be Vice President, Judy Foster as Secretary, Rod Sams as
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Treasurer and Barry Neuendorff, Craig Porter, John Coleman, Tony Kabel and Tristan
Carrigan as Board members.
The 2020 Board has discussed a number of issues to help the Club into the future including
seeking new locations for “grassroots” motorsport events, applications for funding to buy
additional TAG timing equipment under the recently announced Queensland
Government “Active Restart Infrastructure Recovery Fund”. We were also able to gain
a $2000 grant from the Queensland Government to offset the costs of buying PPE and
other materials to comply with the COVID-19 plan approvals.
You may have also noticed that the Club website has been updated and is running well.
Margaret Mackay has been working hard to get all the old Magazines on the website
and also to make the website work for us. Margaret has reported good rates of new
membership applications as well as renewals over recent weeks.
So what about the rest of the year?
As you can see on both the website
and this magazine, we have a
number of events planned for the
balance of the year. With the KCF
Rallysport event at Benarkin and the 2
Queensland Rally Championship
events at Imbil and Manumbar, we
have the rally people well covered.
Barry Neuendorff will deliver a Short Course Off Road event in the Lockyer Valley on 14/15
November to round out the “do it in the dirt” players of all disciplines.
We are all keeping our eyes on the current outbreaks of COVID in Victoria and some
areas of NSW and are praying and hoping that it doesn’t spread to Queensland and
affect our plans for 2020. The best thing we can all do is abide by the key rules of the
pandemic and not go to events or out of your house if you are not feeling well. If in
doubt, get tested and keep the virus contained and out of motorsport.
Again, many thanks to all everyone who has contributed to getting the BSCC calendar
started again. There have been many grey hairs coming through as we learn to keep
healthy and safe at events. Stick with us and please follow our directions at events. They
are for your good.
See you in the forest
Paul Woodward
President
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2020 BSCC
Calendar
Month

BSCC Event

September

19th September
QRC 1 Imbil
Full QRC & Novice

October

31st October
QRC 2 Manumbar
Full QRC & Novice

November

14-15th November
Off Road Event

December

5th December
Club Christmas Party
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Short Course Challenge - Burnett Sprint #2

BLOODY HELL, we had a Rally!
After what seemed like an eternity of
waiting, on Saturday August 1, a
cracking field of 38 entries was all set to
front up to Benarkin for the belated start
of the rally season in South East
Queensland. As we are all just far too
aware, Covid has impacted every area
of our lives. Most especially any large
gatherings or events, which of course is
exactly what a rally is. There are some
really good reports already around on
www.rally.com.au for example from
Larissa about the competition aspect. But this being the first of the ‘new era, I thought I
would go a bit more into what was required to bring this all together.
We started the initial surveys for this year’s events back in late February/early March,
when the threat of Covid was looming but no one knew just what it was going to mean.
Then came lockdown. No more going into the forest, but we had enough to at least
plan for what might be. We had run the 2019 version of the event in the same area using
a new format to the norm. Two stages in close proximity, with short liaisons between. This
lead to being able to run the event in two heats, heat 1 being two stages, and heat 2
being one long stage made by joining the two. In a departure from the norm, we used
A to B timing for maximum flexibility. Run when you want, service when you want, and
pack in as much running as you could in the time allowed. The 2019 event was very well
received, so when you are on a good thing stick to it. But how to make it different or
better?
So the long days of lockdown past, fortunately I still had work to go to, and so I got to see
and do firsthand how we had to adapt workplaces to suit the Covid world. People
quickly adapted to idea of having their temperature taken upon turning up for work,
maximum limits on numbers in an area or room, social distancing and enhanced hygiene
measures. Then one day, restrictions relaxed, and we could travel up to 150km. Á quick
check of Google Maps showed Benarkin to be 142km away, and so we were in business.
So while that was all going ahead, we also had to start the paper war. One must give
credit where credit is due, Motorsport Australia were quick out of the blocks with some
well thought out documents such as ‘Return to Race’ and numerous other checklists and
guides. Quite obviously we were going to have to go electronic wherever possible, so
we suddenly had to get used to things like self-scrutiny forms and fully electronic
documentation. Shortly thereafter and in line with the reopening of the Queensland
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economy, the Queensland Government released approved COVID Safe Industry Plans.
What that meant now was that to run an event, we had some guidelines and
requirements to follow. They took a pretty common-sense approach and if you worked
along with these, then no further approval was required. A rally seemed to fit most closely
with the Outdoor Teams Sports plan. After advising Motorsport Australia again of our
plans, and following some back and to, Motorsport Australia were listed as a contributor
to the Government plan. So, it was all beyond doubt. Education Queensland also had
their requirements for use of the school grounds. I signed off on a Statement of
Compliance and we had access to the school for Rally HQ and service park. Whew! As
a footnote since the event I have been involved in my day job in dealing with the impacts
of the Victorian lockdown on our plants. Let me say, the MA and Queensland
Government documentation is lightyears ahead. Wake up every day and be thankful
you live in Queensland.
We went ahead and opened entries, but just when we thought we were there, two things
happened. Firstly the expected easing of restrictions which originally limited us to 100
people were relaxed further 1 person per 4sqm. Then HQPlantations advised that we
could not now use a whole section of the forest due to logging commencing early. So
short story, we had heaps of room to fit more people, too many entries and not enough
roads. Being endlessly flexible, we redesigned the event to offer more optional passes
and decided to accept all entries so as not to disappoint. The hidden advantage of the
shorter route was that it removed the double and triple caution from the event and with
some grading that had been done, we had an awesome track in place. Alfa roads as
Tristan described them, and yes that thought had occurred to me too.
So event day rolled around. Covid has already made its presence felt with the Sydney
and Logan outbreaks costing us some entries and officials. Right from the get-go, people
would notice that this was different. They were greeted at
the gate by our team of intrepid Covid checkers. Who
checked their details should we need contact tracing,
checked temperatures and asked compliance questions.
We tried to make that as painless as possible and I am
grateful to all attendees for their patience.
Some
commented that they felt safer because we were taking the
trouble to do so. Special mention to Amanda my wife, who
applied her Chartered Accountant auditing approach to
grill me to ensure we had our act together. She was the lady
with the stick who circulated all day to remind everyone to
observe the basic protocols. Also to Marcus who also manned the gate tirelessly and
kept a check on people coming in and out.
Our officials were soon sorted and ready to go after their hot breakfast courtesy of Keith
at KCF Rallysport and Niall from Dave’s Smash Repairs, who withdrew but donated his
entry fee to the event. So competitors headed out for recce and officials headed out
to get set.
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One of the decisions we had to make to reduce officials and gatherings was to do away
with the traditional Parc Ferme and TC0. Concern centred around whether crews would
master it, but I am pleased to say it worked a treat. Crews arrived on time and left and
pretty soon, competition began. If you check the results elsewhere in this magazine, you
will see we had a cracking field. Lots of Evos, a few WRX’s, weapons grade Escorts
including the beautiful BDA of event sponsor Keith Fackrell. Thanks for bringing it out Keith
and thanks for sponsoring these events. A strong novice field and plenty of people eager
for some fun.
As the event unfolded, we were getting live times radioed back from the field. Our
scoring team in Tony and Belinda were emailing it back to Margaret and times were
going up on the BSCC facebook page not long after they happened. System worked
well, we just need to advertise it better next time we do so. Some fast times were being
set and everyone was behaving themselves giving recovery not much to do. One other
innovation on the day was that the Queensland Rally media team were live streaming
from out on the stages. It was a novel experience to sit in Rally HQ and listen to the radio
while watching the car starting on the stage. Great experiment and something we
hopefully see more of in the future.
At 2.30pm we closed down the two stages to join them into one. Our awesome volunteer
officials worked fast and got back into position. But we had a few delays around a small
fire which had been flaring up all day close to one stage. With that sorted we got Heat
2 underway.
Because we had made the unusual decision to use the best and longest roads, it meant
that the stage looped back onto itself. To facilitate this, we ran the crews in two groups
with a zero ahead and a sweep behind. Once sweep cleared the road, we let the crews
out and closed the road again and restarted competition. But the pesky fire emerged
again and we lost a bit more time. Coupled with the persistent problem all day of having
too many entries it soon became obvious we could not get in the optional second run
over the long stage, and so we decided to stop after one pass. I was sorry to disappoint.
Normally by this time, you could count on some reasonable attrition. Maybe it was the
good roads being easy on the cars, good driving, the long layoff meaning better car
preparation, whatever. We still had 32 of the 36 starters running.
I for one heaved a huge sigh of relief to have everyone home and everything packed
up. I am immensely grateful to a lot of people for helping make this a reality. Firstly Kerry
the principal and Tammy and the P&C crew for welcoming us and working hard to ensure
we could come out to play. Also Judy and Margaret for all their hard work and
secretarial support. Adrian Clarke on debut as Deputy Clerk of Course for giving me the
ability to leave the command centre in good hands and check on other things. Kevin
and Dave and their stage teams for another awesome job. The recovery teams, the
course cars including Keith in the Escort and Dave in the Stanza. Plus of course the
competitors and teams for helping us out by waiting patiently and accepting what we
had to do to comply with the plans.
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Seems like Covid is not going anywhere anytime soon. So good that we can all come
together, act like adults and make rally happen. So I am off to check if the car is where
I left it in the shed and see if it still works. Then go have some fun of my own.
Keep safe and well and see you at the next one.
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Congratulations to Tait & Leah Svenson
on the birth of their first child – Kye
Johan.
Born 20/07/20
And weighing in at 7lb 10oz
Kye Svenson is the very first grandchild
for Laurence & Janelle Svenson, and I
bet the grandparents are as proud as
punch.

With Kye being born into an amazing Off-Road family I wonder if he’ll be a future
Queensland or Australian Off-Road Champion (no pressure Kye
).

Mum and Dad looked pretty happy
and well Kye is doing what most happy
babies do – sleeping!
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Congratulations also go to Ryan and Kylie Smart on the birth of their second child Zac.
Born 28/07/20
And weighing in at 3.4kgs
Mum & Dad obviously look delighted but Matilda also looks pretty excited too!
Wonder if we’ll see Zac & Matilda in a rally car together one day - just like Ryan and his
sister Rebecca
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Continued
The mighty Magna known as "Tiny" had its' competitive debut last month at the "Rally of
the Bay" at Batemans Bay in NSW, and was well received by spectators and fellow
competitors alike.
Everybody loved the noise it makes through the forest when approaching, which is
impressive for a standard car with the muffler cut out !
Andrew Carrigan and Larissa Biggar crewed the big barge, and both thoroughly enjoyed
the experience. It is quite easy to drive by all accounts, despite still having the standard
open diff, and absolutely eats up any rough sections of road. The car ended up
weighing 1420 kg's ready to rally, but that is with a massive sump guard fitted, and no
effort having yet been put into weight reduction, so it is not unreasonably heavy.

Andrew concentrated on being smooth with his driving so as not to wash off too much
speed in the tight corners, with speed being difficult to regain due to the open diff.
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Straight away Andy and Lari were rewarded with 5th fastest 2wd on stage 1, amongst
some serious 2wd machinery. In fact no Rear wheel drive car bettered their time.
Stage 2 was even better, 4th fastest 2wd, only 0.3 seconds behind Ryan Williams and Brad
Jones in the Mirage who were 3rd fastest 2wd. Andy, Lari and Tiny were also 21st fastest
outright on SS2, which is no mean feat in a Field of 85 cars, and again, no Rwd bettered
them, impressive considering some of the machinery at the event.
Things began to unravel on SS3 when Andy decided to knock down a tree with the rear
of Tiny, as a warning to all the other trees in the forest. Despite the time lost with the
crash and driving the final 8 klms on a flat rear tyre, they were still 25th fastest outright and
8th fastest 2wd.
SS4 was a cruise on the same flat tyre due to not carrying a spare, and SS5 resulted in a
snapped rear hub / upright on the corner that hit the tree, so it was possibly cracked from
the crash.
All in all, we were so impressed with Tiny and what it can do as an almost standard car.
Andrew and Lari did an amazing job to set the times they did. There was more than a
few very respected names in Australian rallying asking about the Magna, what had been
done to it, what differential, what gearset etc. etc. Needless to say they were quite
shocked to learn that it is stock apart from the MCA suspension and adjustable bake bias.
The engine, gearbox, dash, wiring etc all stayed in place during the build, with only the
seats and interior removed for fitment of the cage!
So as a proof of concept we think Tiny has been an unqualified success, it goes to show
that with a bit of careful thought, and a few basic but critical modifications ( especially
to the brake master cylinder arrangement), even the most unlikely seeming car can be
quite acceptable on the time sheets, and rewarding to drive.
As far as bang for buck goes, we think the Mitsubishi Magna will be hard to beat.
Now we just need to find a cheap Magna to steal a rear quarter panel from, I wonder
how hard that will be .... !!!!
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One of Australia’s most reputable diesel performance groups Roo Systems Australia has
taken up the offer to become the naming rights sponsor for the second round of the hotly
contested Queensland Rally Championship to be held in the forests around
Gallangowan and Elginvale on the 31st of October 2020. The event will be known as the
Roo Systems Australia Manumbar Rally. Brisbane Sporting Car Club as promoter will base
the event at the now famous Manumbar Campdraft Grounds where the event will cover
some 125kms of wonderfully challenging forestry roads over four special stages during
the day of the event.
Roo Systems Australia, around for some fifteen years is headquartered in the northern
suburbs of Brisbane and boasts around 50 performance centres across Australia and is
considered to be a pioneer and leader in their field.
Specialising in their Roo Systems Custom ECU remapping and Exhaust upgrade program
for 4WD vehicles, with hundreds of hours of R&D for vehicle manufacturers and a proven
track record with thousands of satisfied customers and multiple personalities and
celebrity vehicles customised for trade and television shows along the way.
Roo Systems Australia also boast capabilities in Mechanical repairs, Performance
upgrades and Enhancement packages used by those who love being away from
suburbia in their off-road vehicle.
We are delighted to have Roo Systems
Australia as a proud sponsor and
supporter of our sport with many of our
competitor base owning vehicles that
attract themselves to the Roo Systems
Australia business model.
As we prepare for the event in these
very trying times we will keep you
informed of what may be on offer to
our client base and how best we can
support the Roo Systems Australia
Group.
Craig Porter finalising the sponsorship
with John Carter & Wayne Daniels at
Roo Systems.
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Ian Menzies and Bob McGowan have won the KCF Rallysport Short Course Challenge Burnett Sprint #2. The pair had a trouble-free return to rallying in their Mitsubishi Evo IX,
with a close tussle amongst the elite, snatching victory in the very last stage.
The pace-noted event in the Benarkin State Forest, South East Queensland was
contested over 46km of competitive stages and took on a slightly different format to a
regular rally. Heat 1 consisted of three passes over two stages, with the best two passes
of each stage included in the total. Heat 2 was an amalgamation of the earlier stages
to create a single longer stage. Due to time constraints only one pass of this stage
occurred. This format provided a great chance for teams to ease themselves back into
rallying after the Covid-19 pause on motorsport.
At the end of Heat 1 it was Glenn Brinkman and Steven Richardson (Mitsubishi Evo IX)
who had a narrow 13s lead over Menzies/McGowan and only 4s further behind was Tristin
Carrigan and Neill Woolley (Mitsubishi Evo VI) in third place. Experiencing a few teething
problems in their new car, Carrigan/Woolley opted only for the minimum number of
passes for each stage.
Showing good speed in fourth place and 22s behind third, was former rallycross driver
and co-driver Ronnie Bustard in a Mitsubishi Evo IX with Cahal Carey now in the co-driver’s
seat. Only 1s behind in fifth, was an in-form Gerard McConkey and Ben Logan (Subaru
WRX GC8). Needless to say, the battle was on for all in Heat 2.
Over the 13km stage for Heat 2 both Carrigan/Woolley and Menzies/McGowan set the
same time of 6:51. Unfortunately Brinkman/Richardson experienced a turbo hose failure
and settled for a time of 7:30, 39s slower. This meant victory for the faultless
Menzies/McGowan, with Carrigan/Woolley shifting up to second place and relegating
Brinkman/Richardson to third. Bustard/Carey charged ahead for a time of 7:02 securing
fourth place and extending the gap to McConkey/Logan a further 6s in fifth.
“I was surprised with how quickly we got up to speed,” Menzies commented. “Coming
into the final stage our goal was to hold Tristan at bay and keep him behind us. Brinkman
was too fast to catch at that
point.”
For the event classes, in RWD
Class it was a clash of the Escorts.
Fastest was Thomas Dermody
and John Leahy (Ford Escort
RX1800) keeping a gap of 13s
behind the screaming Mark 2
Ford Escort of Brian O’Neill and
David Waters.
Both Escort
drivers having to adjust new note
callers in the car as border
restrictions
prevented
their
regular
co-drivers
from
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attending. In third place was Chris Wedding and Wayne Jefferies in a Datsun 1600.
FWD Class was between two
finishers. Tim Collingwood and
Greg
McAndrew
in
a
screaming Honda Civic TypeR taking a clear victory from
novice entry of Emily Jackson
and Niall Cassidy in a Hyundai
Excel.
For the 4WD Class it was the
outright winners taking the
4WD class places.
The event was also Round 2 of
the hotly contested 2020
Queensland Novice Rally Series.
At the End of Heat 1 there was an unassailable lead of 1:42 by Mitsubishi Starion driver
Richard Harris with experienced co-driver Hugh Reardon-Smith. However, the contest
behind them was fierce. Wessel Pieters and Jan Kraaij in a Subaru WRX holding second
position on total time of 15:27. Trailing by 26s and sharing third place were Kirsty Wedding
and Mark Malpas (Chrysler Lancer) and Gary Dutton and Giles Harris (Toyota Celica
TA22). Ready to pounce only 9s behind was Matthew Dolan and Alex Cherry (Holden
Gemini) and a further 6s Emily Jackson and Niall Cassidy (Hyundai Excel).
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Unfortunately, series leaders Krystle Power and Brad Hurford slid wide into the scenery,
failing to finish. Heat 2 for the Novice crews of Harris/Reardon-Smith was a repeat
scenario of Heat 1, and they cruised to a compelling novice win. In a cruel ending,
Pieters/Kraaji could not hold their second position, rolling their WRX out of contention.
That upgraded the battle of the tied teams of Wedding/Malpas and Dutton/Harris to a
fight for second. The times were close with Dutton/Harris laying down an 8:52,
Wedding/Malpas a respectable 9:14, but the remaining novice teams of Dolan/Cherry
and Jackson/Cassidy both set a 9:07.
Dutton/Harris’ time was enough to secure second place novice for the event and the
stage time for Dolan/Cherry elevated them into third.
The 2020 Queensland Novice Rally Series has new leaders at the top of the points table.
Dutton/Harris finishing second in both rounds ensuring enough points to be the front
runners. Equal second on the table for the drivers are Power and R. Harris. Second for
the novice co-drivers is Hurford with Cherry third position.
The event would not have been possible without the use and hospitality of the Benarkin
State School community or without the help of the large number of volunteers assisting
organisers Brisbane Sporting Car Club.
The next round of the 2020 Queensland Novice Rally Series will be the Hinterland Rally –
Imbil on 19 September 2020. This rally will also be the first round of the shortened 2020
Queensland Rally Championship.
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Covid_19 regulations will be enforced.

COBB & CO EXPLORER ROAD RALLY and tour
29th and 30th August, 2020

Unfortunately due to the 6 week Victoria lock down the event
has to be postponed.
Being an HRA event and a round of their "Resto Country Spares
Standard Car Class.” series a lot of the entrants would be arriving
from Victoria.
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The Business Card Page

Specialising in classic & custom cars,
motorsport & 4X4 from minor repairs to
full rewires.
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ................................ Paul Woodward
Vice President……..Dominic Corkeron
Secretary ............................... Judy Foster
Treasurer................................ Rod Sams
Immediate Past President ... Peter Flynn
Board Member……..Barry Neuendorff, Rod Sams, Tony Kabel, Paul Woodward,
Craig Porter, Dominic Corkeron, John Coleman, Tristan Carrigan
CAMS Delegate .................... Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor .................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
Social Media……………Peter Flynn, Paul Woodward

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Email- Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Magazine: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au
If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and Membership Registrar,
Margaret Mackay ; it is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new or returned
Members to our Club.

Welcome to:
David Waters – Member No: 5048
Niall Cassidy – Member No: 5049
Michael Leavy – Member No: 5050
Tara Czislowski – Member No: 5051
Gerard Carroll – Member No: 5052
Darren North, Lisa McDonald and Lachlan North (Family Members) – Member No:5053
William Treacy – Member No: 5054
Aaron Holland – Member No: 5055
Paul Black – Member No: 5056

And welcome back to returning member:
Neil Moxey – Member No: 3791
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Did you know you can advertise in the Magazine?
And it’s as cheap as chips!
Advertising Rates are:
Full Page Colour:

$220.00 per year

Half Page Colour:

$110.00 per year

Quarter Page Colour:

$55.00 per year

Magazine advertising is due for renewal on the 1st January each year.

Club Polo Shirts
Click on the Link to order online

https://bscc.wufoo.com/forms/brisbane-sporting-car-club-shirt-order-form/
Or go to the BSCC website and under Resources you’ll find the order form.
Shirt is $30 ea. plus $4.50 for optional pocket.

